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VIOLET FLAME WITH SHIVA FOR THE CLEARING
OF HALLOWEEN ENERGIES
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Daily Tube of Light Call

O Mighty I AM, true self within
Alpha and Omega O Heaven descend
Enfill my being, my auric field
With a mighty brilliant white ovoid shield

Into my field blaze violet fire
Freeing flame of lightning power
Transmuting all dross of human creation
Freeing my soul from all false separation

I AM now one with my I AM source
Merging with the all powerful force
Connecting me to all beings in kind
Loving oneness with all mankind

Tube of light, strengthen my being
Violet fire, blazing, singing
Protect, defend and lift my soul
Mighty I AM Presence, I AM whole

Opening Song
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OPENING INVOCATION

In the name of the Light of God that never fails in every heart of the One on our
planet, we call forth Archangel Michael, Master More, Hercules and blue flame

angels, and we invoke the blue flame will of God to protect all children and
youth throughout this Halloween season.  Encircle us in blue flame and free us
from the illusions of Halloween.  We call for Halloween to be transmuted into a

celebration of All Saints Eve, where we focus on the light during this holiday
season rather than the darkness from below. Keep us sealed in truth and God-

reality and protect us from any entrapments in the illusions and fantasies of
Halloween. We are so grateful and call forth your presence and your legions of

angels to assist us with this work.  Amen.
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I AM MICHAEL (3x)

In the name I AM THAT I AM, beloved Archangel Michael, Mighty Hercules, beloved
Lanello, Master More, Lord Maitreya, and angels of the blue lightning ray, Holy Christ Selves
of all mankind, we decree for the protection of the plan of Ascension Now and all of it’s
members, and our cutting free from all discord in the light, and we decree for:

(personal prayers)

As I now give this decree, I step into Archangel Michael’s boots and willingly stand as him in
embodiment, in physical manifestation in this world of form.  Archangel Michael, come into
me and be me in embodiment as I make this call:

1. I AM Michael, Michael, Michael
Here and everywhere
Going forth to find dark forces
Binding them back to their sources

2. I AM Michael, Michael, Michael
Standing in the flesh
Defending life from mudhole mires
Be gone entities of false desires

3. I AM Michael, Michael, Michael
Before, behind and all around
Blue flame shield covers my chest
Defending me from the darkest best

4. I AM Michael, Michael, Michael
I wield my laser blue flame sword
Binding now all demons of death
Your day is done, I AM perfect health

5. I AM Michael, Michael, Michael
Commanding angels of brilliant blue
Encircling me in a sapphire sea
Protection’s light surrounding me

6. I AM Michael, Michael, Michael
I am binding now all doubt and fear
Entities of doubt and fear be gone
Michael’s sword I blaze upon

(Give 3x, 9x, or 12x from verse 1., then go to FINAL CODA)
FINAL CODA:

Archangel Michael, I AM, I AM
Step into me, now take the helm. (3x)

SEALING:
We accept this prayer manifest in full
power here and now throughout the planet,
to bless all souls of light, transmute all areas of darkness,
and raise all into Ascension’s light.

Almighty I AM, I AM in Me,
I AM in thee, thy self in Me
Thy victory's mine, thy hope divine,
God seals all in His love sublime.
Almighty I AM, Almighty I AM, Almighty I AM.
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SUMMONING THE VAST POWERS OF TRANSMUTATION

In the name I AM THAT I AM and the ascended Jesus the Christ, Saint Germain and
Shiva, we summon all Powers of Light from all starry realms and planes back to the Heart
of God.
We summon cosmic transmutation of the illusions of Halloween and it’s effects on the
children and people of this planet. Angels of Mercy and Healing, we summon your
ministration for all those harmed by this holiday and any negative effects upon our planet.
Clear all obsession with the dark side of life that is reflected in this holiday, in our movies,
media, news, and reading materials. We summon the beings of Fire, the Salamanders
and Seraphim to burn and transform these akashic records into Light. O Divine Mother!
Pass these their records of Halloween through your beautiful Mother Heart and transform
all into happiness again.
Let the violet flame from all over the universe come into Planet Earth and set free all
lightbearers and elementals. Change history, recreate the planet into the divine matrix,
align all particles with the perfect Will of God, and fill, fill, fill all cleared space by Light!
Light! Light eternal and invincible.
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DECREE TO OSIRIS

In the name I am that I am, Master Hilarion, Mother Mary, Archangel Raphael,  Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva,
Lord Lanto, Master More, Saint Germain, Beloved Isis, Alpha and Omega, we give this call for the
resurrection of Osiris into the light of our consciousness, that we surrender our egos into the waves of
God and allow the second coming of Christ to shine through.  We do decree:

1. Lord of surrender, solitary one,
Soul of sacrifice, father of the sun,
Teach us to let go, teach us to let be,
Into your watery depths, teach us how to see

(REFRAIN):

Rise Osiris! Resurrect!
Diminish the illusions of death!
We ask that you unlock the gate
Unto you whose truth upholds great weight

2. Golden fields of liquid light,
Luminous lantern of the night,
Cool the earth with wind and rain,
Move the cycles of the vine and the grain

(REFRAIN)

3. We close our eyes and take a leap
Into the arms of the lord of the deep,
In perfect trust we let go of the fight,
Beyond the darkness, you are infinite light

(REFRAIN)

4. Your gentle waves dissolve our pain,
Through you we are made whole again
In the stillness we are free
And one with all eternity

(REFRAIN)

(Give 3x, 9x, or 12x from verse 1., then go to SEALING)

Sealing:

We accept this prayer manifest here and now throughout the planet, to bless all souls of light, transmute
all areas of darkness and that all souls may flow  with the River of Christ Oneness.

Almighty I AM, I Am in me
I AM in thee, thy self in me
Thy victory’s mine, thy hope divine
God seals all in pure love sublime.
Almighty I AM, Almighty I AM, Almighty I AM.
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Angels of the Violet and blue flame rays
Descend into the waters of the deep

Clear all fantasies, illusions and plays
Expose the truth, now take a leap (3x)
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SHIVA!

Beloved Shiva, we call you to come forth with your fiery cosmic dance and transmute all
enegies of Halloween and the dark forces that embody during this time. Transform all

dark energies of Halloween back into the light of pure heart and oneness with all of life.
Reach into our hearts and bring forth our understandings of true oneness with all of life.

Purify our hearts with the violet flame action of truth, justice, and mercy to all of life.

Mantra:

Shiva move into our sun
Dance your dance, for we are one

Violet flame, our victories won
Peace infills, the light does come. (9x)
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VIOLET FLAME DECREE

In the Name I AM THAT I AM, Saint Germain and all cosmic Beings and Hierarchs of the Violet
Flame we call for the transmutation of (entities, areas of darkness). Therefore we decree:

1. I AM the Violet flame
God’s purity now we claim
With love we now set free
God’s kingdom now to be

(REFRAIN):

Violet glowing radiant light
Violet Fire Merciful Might
Raise us up and set us free
Awaken true reality

2. I AM the Violet light
Dispelling soul’s dark night
Lifting all from fear
Ascension Now is here

(REFRAIN)

3. I AM the Violet glow
To help all people know
The reality of life
Freedom’s star ignite

(REFRAIN)

(Give decree 3x, 9x, or 33x from verse 1., then go to FINAL CODA)

FINAL CODA :

I AM a being of Violet Fire
I AM the Purity God desires (9x)

SEALING:

We accept this prayer manifest in full power here and now throughout the planet,
to bless all souls of light, transmute all areas of darkness, and raise all into ascension’s light.

Almighty I AM, I AM in Me
I AM in thee, thy self in Me
Thy victory's mine, thy hope divine
God seals all in pure love sublime.
Almighty I AM, Almighty I AM, Almighty I AM.
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I CALL TO SHIVA
In the name I AM THAT I AM, Brahman, Vishnu, and Shiva, Lord Krishna, Guatama Buddha, Kuan

Yin, the Five Dhyani Buddhas.  I call to Lord Shiva to descend and answer my call.

1. Shivaraja, do your cosmic dance and bind and transform all negative energies of Halloween that
may have entered my being from the mass consciousness.

SHIVA (12x)

2. Shivaraja, do your cosmic dance and bind and transform all negative toughts, images and desires
that may have entered my subconscious implanted there by the forces of anti-christ.

SHIVA (12x)

3. Shivaraja, do your cosmic dance and bind and transform all negative energies that have
attempted to enter my auric field from the media and its sublimal messages of Halloween and
dark spirits.

SHIVA (12x)

4. Shivaraja, do your cosmic dance and bind and transform all lies of anti-christ that seek to enter
my being and lead me off the true path through the focus on dark spirits and forces of darkness
throughout the season of Halloween.

SHIVA (12x)

5. Shivaraja, do your cosmic dance and bind and transform any negative energies I have sent out
and enlighten me to my own misuse of God’s light through the participation in activities of
Halloween in years past.

SHIVA (12x)

6. Nataraja, do your cosmic dance and bind and transform all forces of entities, discarnates, dark
spirits who engage in soul harassment during this Halloween season.

.
SHIVA (12x)

7. Nataraja, do your cosmic dance and bind and transform all entities and dark spirits who seek to
enter into souls and possess them during this Halloween season.

SHIVA (12x)
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8. Nataraja, do your cosmic dance and bind and transform all entities and dark spirits who use this
season to harm children’s souls and the purity of their energies.

SHIVA (12x)

9. Nataraja, do your cosmic dance and bind and transform
all entities and dark spirits who inhabit cemeteries and
haunt houses, and possess souls of light..

SHIVA (12x)

10.Nataraja, do your cosmic dance and bind and transform
all rituals of darkness that seek to harm children during
the season of Halloween.

SHIVA (12x)

11.Nataraja, do yoiur cosmic dance and bind and transform
all forces of anti-christ who promote a worship of the dark
side of life.

SHIVA (12x)
Violet Flame Decree (3x)

12.OM NAMAH SHIVAYA (33x or 144x) (pronounced : aum num-ha sheev-eye-ah)
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Invocation to Clear the Earthly Plane

Beloved St. Germain and Portia, Archangel Michael and Faith, we call for you and your
violet and blue flame angels to go forth and clear the earth and all the people of the earth
of ghosts, dark spirits, discarnates and astral kas.  Assist them to move into the light and
no longer be trapped in this world of form. Free this earthly plane of these dark energetic
forces, and take any souls who are entrapped into other souls to the retreats of light for
healing. Expose the illusions of the false matrix of Halloween to all souls embodied here,
and cut them free from these illusions of darkness.
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BLESS THE EARTH WITH VIOLET LIGHT (3x)

In the Name I AM THAT I AM, Saint Germain and all cosmic Beings and Hierarchs of the Violet
Flame we call for the transmutation of (entities, areas of darkness). Therefore we decree:

1. St. Germain infuse the earth
With a mighty miracle violet girth
Transform earth’s karma purify
The emotional belt, now sanctify

(REFRAIN):

Bless the earth with violet light
Infill the skies with purple and white
Ring the oceans with violet blue
Shower the seas with a purple hue

2. Miracle reams of violet light
Blaze forth from cosmic beings of light
Transmute the cause and core of fear
Hold in your arms all those so dear

(REFRAIN)

3. Flames of violet lightning ray
Transmute all causes of war we pray
Send legions of angels into the fray
Stop the conditions of war this day

(REFRAIN)

4. Explosions of violet shattering fire
Blaze forth upon the earth we pray
Bring us peace, transmute the dire
Darkest predictions of the day

(REFRAIN)

5. Bless the people of the earth
With a miracle of great rebirth
Raise us all to a whole new page
Ascend the earth to a golden age

(REFRAIN)

(Give decree 3x, 9x, or 33x from verse 1., then go to
FINAL CODA)

FINAL CODA:

Saturate the earth with violet light!
Mighty violet ray of light!  (9x)

SEALING:

We accept this prayer manifest in full
power here and now throughout the planet,
to bless all souls of light, transmute all
areas of darkness, and raise all into
ascension’s light.

Almighty I AM, I AM in Me
I AM in thee, thy self in Me
Thy victory's mine, thy hope divine
God seals all in pure love sublime.
Almighty I AM, Almighty I AM, Almighty I
AM.
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MUSICAL MEDITATION

SILENT MEDITATION (3 MIN.)

DISCUSSION AND SHARING
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Sealing of Service

In the name I AM that I AM, we call for the sealing of this service and
all of the energies invoked.  We ask that these energies be multiplied

by the power of the three times three and ten thousand times ten
thousand to go forth to bless all mankind and inspire them to greater

heights of cosmic consciousness and awareness of freedom’s
flame and the victory of planet earth as Freedom’s Star.  In the name

of the Christ consciousness, we claim our victory in the light!
It is done, it is finished, it is sealed. AMEN.


